Describe the quantity and quality of your collaboration below:

**A: Communications Log**

*Asynchronous Communication (2 minimum)*

Communicate at least twice with partner institution members using asynchronous communication (email, message boards, sms, twitter...).

1. Topic: Briefly describe the topic of your communication here.
   Who: partnergoeshere; Mode: email_twitter; When: mm/dd/yy  12:00 PM
2. Topic: Briefly describe the topic of your communication here.
   Who: partnergoeshere; Mode: email_twitter; When: mm/dd/yy  12:00 PM
3. …..

*Synchronous Communication (2 minimum)*

Communicate at least twice with partner institution members using synchronous communication (voice chat, video chat, e.g. Skype, iChat).

1. Topic: Briefly describe the topic of your communication here.
   Who: partnergoeshere; Mode: skype_iChat; When: mm/dd/yy  12:00 PM
2. Topic: Briefly describe the topic of your communication here.
   Who: partnergoeshere; Mode: skype_iChat; When: mm/dd/yy  12:00 PM
3. …..

**B: Describe your role(s) in the eCollaboration? Check all that apply**

- Content Expert,
- Instructional Designer,
- Computer Graphic Designers,
- Video Media Designers,
- Audio Media Designers,
- Project Manager,
- Programmer,
- Evaluator,
- Other(s) ________________________________

**C: Quality of Communications.**

1. Describe the effectiveness of the asynchronous (email…) communications.

2. Describe the effectiveness of the synchronous (video chat…) communications.

3. List all communication tools you used in the eCollaboration.
   (Wiki, email, Skype, iChat, Facebook chat/video, Google talk, twitter)

**D: Comments.**

*Describe what tools and strategies were most effective and what could be improved.*